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As established by my predecessor, from time
to time the following column will be included
in The Rock.
This past year has seen many changes at
Whittier College. Notably the physical development has been very exciting to watch.
Besides the magnificent redecorating of Mendenhall, pictured in a past Rock issue, gallons
of paint were rolled this summer.
First, Founders was completely repainted
outside and re-roofed; in addition, much of the
interior was also painted. Along with Founders, Wardman Gymnasium, Naylor and Platner Halls were painted.
Of course adjacent to these buildings sets
a truly awesome structure on old Hadley
Field. Yes, the new science building will add
immeasurably to the "new" physical plant at
Whittier.
With the addition of Wardman library, extensive redecorating and landscaping and the
soon to be completed science building, Whittier will have been transformed into a beautiful campus competitive with the other schools
in Southern California.
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You who have not visited your alma mater
recently would be amazed and proud of Whittier College today.
Homecoming is scheduled for Saturday,
November fourth. I would personally like to
invite each of you to be on campus for the
many activities and a first hand look at the
"new" Whittier.

Darrell W. Ryan
Director of Alumni Relations
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/ CONTRIBUTIS
TO
COACHING
By John Strey
Whittier College Sports Information Director

Whittier College graduates, sprinkled liberally
around school athletic departments throughout the
Southland and elsewhere, always are in demand.
You will find ex-Poets working with young athletes on all levels of competition. They're with the
professionals and the colleges. They're stationed
in junior colleges, high schools and in the junior
highs.
One reason advanced for the popularity of the
Poet graduate is that Whittier coaches encourage
them to pursue the double major study pattern
while on campus. They're prepared with an allround education.
Many athletes, in fact, skirt physical education
as their major. Ten members of last year's football
squad, for instance, specialized in business administration. Eight others tabbed P.E. and seven chose
political science.
A free ride is but a dream at Whittier College.
Coaches have little material enticement to dangle
as recruiting bait. Yet, they manage to attract
students on the school's own merit and develop the
talent here.

Consider the case of Vern Brock '66 who became
one of Whittier's foremost all-round football players two years ago after "escaping" from UCLA
where he played enough to win a letter as a sophomore with a prospect of starting the next season.
"I love the atmosphere on the small college like
Whittier," Brock says, where you can get acquainted right away and feel a part of things. The
personal contact, I firmly believe, is important in
athletics as well as in the classroom.
"At UCLA, for example, you might never hear
the professor in a large lecture class, but have to
learn from a teaching aide. I think coaches and
professors at a small college try to do more for you
after you've graduated."
"All pressure for winning took much of the fun
out of football for me at UCLA. I found the enjoyment again at Whittier. And I'm sure we had
just as good a football team as many of the socalled major schools."
Another star of recent-vintage, Ron Hales '65,
also spurned his chance in big-time football to fulfill a rewarding athletic career as a Whittier Poet.
He signed a letter of intent at Cal Berkeley, but
was advised to spend a year of seasoning at Cerritos. There he got his first taste of pressure
football.
"I knew it would be even worse at Berkeley and
there was another consideration. I wanted to play
two sports and with spring football practice on the
big campus, it's tough to try to play baseball and
get your studies, too."
"Another thing is the sincere school spirit you
find and become a part of at Whittier. Everybody
is yelling and they make more noise at the big
schools, but a lot of them don't know why or for
whom they're yelling."
Three former Poet coaches, although not graduates of the college, have earned recognition in professional and college ranks.
George Allen, Whittier's headmaster from 19511956, is leading the Rams back onto the trail of
respectability. A former Allen aide, Jerry Burns,
spent several seasons at the University of Iowa and
now is a Green Bay Packer assistant.
Don Coryell is turning out small college powerhouses at San Diego State after producing three
straight conference championship teams at Whittier, 1957-1959.
Other ex-Poets on the professional scene are Walt
Hackett '50, a Sid Gillman assistant with the San
Diego Chargers and Charlie Hall '49, a player personnel executive for the Dallas Cowboys of the
NFL.
Four Whittier College alums are coaching at their
alma mater. Leon Kelsoe '65 and Bill Workman '64
serve on John Godfrey's football staff.
Ivan Guevara '59 completes his eighth season as
freshman basketball coach next year before suc-

ceeding the retiring Aubrey Bonham. He also
handles the tennis program. Paul Graham '66 will
guide the Whittier track destinies, after serving in
a temporary capacity half of last season.
Still on the collegiate level, Bob Stull '41 coaches
basketball at Cal Poly, Pomona, while Max McCartney '59 is a football assistant at Utah State
University.
Fledgling Rio Hondo Junior College recruited
Len Craven '52 whose 1965 Sierra High Spartans
won the CIF title, to lift its basketball program off
the ground.
Orange Coast operates behind a triple football
screen manned by ex-Poets. Dick Turner '50 is the
head man with Jack Fair '48 and Dale Wonacott
'51 assisting.
Ex-Poets call football formations at Long Beach
City College with Paul Chafe '55 assisted by Gary
Jacobsen '60 and Ken Gregory '64.
John Arrambide '35 directs athletic policy at Mt.
San Antonio, where Fred Burn '54 coaches the
wrestling team.
Two Cerritos head coaches show Whittier backgrounds. Bob Bland '57, the new basketball mentor,
joins baseball coach Wally Kincaid '50. Football
aide Wayne Harris '55 is another Falcon.
Tom Tellez '55 coaches Fullerton J. C. track with
Joe Barnes '65 assisting with Pasadena CC basketball, Bill Clingwald '67 with East Los Angeles football and Si Korach '41e, Los Angeles Valley
basketball.
California High employs five ex-Poets, headed by
athletic director Knute Robinson '37. Others are
Albert (Hap) Waer '49, swimming; Sid Hendricks
'42, baseball; Dick Peter '63 and Bob Chaney '56,
grid assistants.
Montebello hiked its ex-Whittier roster to six,
including director Dick Reese '49; Bob Frees '49,
basketball; Fred Sheldon '50, gymnastics; Bud
Jarnigan '48, swimming; Warren Winchester '53
and Larry Jaro '65, football aides.
The Bell Gardens staff has a Whittier flavor with
John McNichols '56, the head man in football;
Nick Eropkin '50 handling track and cross country
and George Pike '49, basketball.
Three ex-Poets are on the Mayfair staff - Stan
Hubert '56, baseball; Donn Ashton '58, football
and Mick Street '56, track. Same deal at Lowell
with Jim Sutton '59, track; Nick Halisky '65 and
Doug Agatep '65, football aides.
John Sherman '62, Dick Kunishima '39 and Mike
Oldham '62 are associated with the El Rancho
football program. Pat Putname '58 and Dick Beam
'58 handle the athletic director and football jobs
respectively at Brea.
At Whittier, Ron Hales '65 assists in baseball
and Ron Tebbs '59 in track. Bob Lowe '57 heads
the swim program at Monte Vista with Dave Brizic

'64,
the head wrestling coach.
John Crippen '51, basketball and Rick Alvarado
'65,
football aide at Excelsior; Mike Quinn '62, football and Joe Sarthou '58, track at La Puente. Vern
Brock '66, football assistant at Gahr.
Dave Jordan '59, football and George Massick
'60, football aid at St. John Bosco; Dennis McMaster '63, assistant football at Santa Fe.
Del Westlund '55, basketball and Art Jessup '56,
baseball at Norwalk; Ed Sowers '36, director and
Jim McAllister '61, wrestling at Alhambra. Dink
Walker '48, Monrovia assistant.
At John Glenn, Hal Conley '56 tutors basketball,
assisted by Dean Crowley '56 with Craig Barker
'54 aiding in football. Orange High has a threesome of Vince Deveney '58, football and assistants
Harold Hickok '59 and Bill Brashears '58.
Marvin Hoover '56, football and Al Balen '60,
assistant basketball at Buena Park; Bill Carr '63,
football aide at Sierra; Max Field '58, football at
Morro Bay; Gary Meissner '64, assistant director
at Bolsa Grande.
Doug Bennett '65, assistant football, Ounahoe,
Hawaii; Jim Knapp '62, football, Pomona Catholic;
Rich Kunishima '64, assistant football, West Covina; Bucky Harris '50, track, Millikan; Bob Tuttle
'47, director, Ventura; Dave Holland '58, football,
Corona; Jim Murphy '64, assistant football, Morningside; Harry .Robinson '60, football, La Serna.
Stan Thomas '57, football, Neff; Bill Moore '49,
basketball, China Lake Ridgecrest; George Allen
'60, Tustin football; Len Peden '59, La Habra football; Floyd Reineke '50, baseball and Dick Morris
'66e, football aide, Edgewood; Mary Sipple '55,
basketball and Brad Merrill '56, Escondido track.
Len Mussack '67, football assistant at Charter
Oak; Mike Grenstad '56, basketball, Yreka; John
Moore '62, director, La Puente Wilson; Tom Lambert '50, director and Bob Osborne '58, baseball,
Los Altos; Bill Vail '61, football aid, Westminster;
Wayne Payne '60, football assistant, Sunny Hills.
Vince Asaro '60, football at Newport Harbor;
Roger Kelly '64, football aide, Pioneer; Don Bryant
'56, director and George ValIance '58, football
assistant at Troy; John Wallin '44, director and
Noel Sweeney '50, baseball at Katella; Ed Bain '61,
wrestling and Jerry Whitaker '62, cross country at
Foothill.
Gary Comstock '63 in Idaho; Ardie Williams '60,
Bill Farrell '59, and Dick Cate '60 in Northern California; George Mataise '48, director at Nordhoff;
and Joe Wohlmuth '57, Fontana basketball.
The roster seems endless and is certain to grow
substantially each year as the supply struggles to
keep up with the demand.
Some Whittier men will leave the athletic field
to move into administration. Others will retire.
But the College will continue to shoot in replacements. There'll always be a place for them.

WATT'S
TWO
YEARS
LATER
By J. Stanley Sanders '63

About the Author: Joseph Stanley Sanders, Whittier's
only Rhodes Scholar, and the third Negro Rhodes Scholar
from the United States in this century, graduated in 1963
from Whittier, and received his degree at Oxford in 1965,
reading in philosophy, politics and economics. After a year
in law at Yale, he worked a year in his home community
of Watts and has now returned to Yale to complete his
law degree.
Stan was student body president at Whittier as well as
All-American football player two years. He won the NAIA
discus throw in 1963, is well known for his wit, speaking
ability, and optimistic spirit toward life.

It was clear to me from questions asked by two
Whittier College alumni who dropped by my office
during the week of the Watts Summer Festival last
August that Watts and all of the social schemes
designed to help it are a huge puzzlement to ordinary American minds. Watts, mind you, is no easy
place for anyone, even resident Negroes, to understand. It is simply that the knowledge gap is more
apparent when the inquirer is white, middle-class,
and a suburbanite.
Part of the confusion about Watts derives from
the kinds of questions asked. The questions are
bad questions not so much because of the fact that
they are the wrong questions but because they are
irrelevant ones. They avoid the real issues. Indeed,
they help cloud the real issues and make understanding of the community's problem more difficult.

I have had this feeling for the past two summers
when I've returned home to work at the Westminster
Neighborhood Association in Watts, that Watts is
too much asked about, talked about, written about,
discussed, and interviewed. The early evening TV
news reports are examples of how problems in
Watts can be exposed, and then on further explanation dissolve into nothingness, never to be heard
of again, as though they were contrived from the
very beginning.
Watts does not suffer from an underexposure of
its problems to the wider community. It does, however, suffer from an unwillingness, or inability of
anyone to do anything about them. The theme of
Watts as a so-called ghetto, and all those who have
dealings with it, inside or out, is idleness. At times
I have the feeling that the programs in Watts are
nothing more than games, conspiracies to keep
the people talking and to prevent them from taking
action on their behalves.
A cynical mood has begun to set in at Watts.
The constant airing of the conditions in Watts gives
the appearance that some steps are being taken to
deal with the conditions. Such is not the case, and
the people in Watts who live amid these cramped
conditions know better than anybody else that
what appears to be acted upon is not acted upon
at all. Those who are in daily contact with the
problems of Watts are beginning to realize that the
difficulties are too great and the resources needed
to deal with them too meager to make any substantial headway toward resolving the problems.
The rate of unemployment, as high as 25% by
some counts in 1965 at the time of the riots, is unchanged; in fact, some say that the unemployment
rate has actually increased since 1965. The prices
charged consumers in Watts, according to a UCLA
study, are higher than in any other part of the city.
Although more students in ghetto area high schools
are receiving scholarships to college, there are still
as many high school dropouts now as there were
three years ago. The conditions are doubtlessly
better for the few who have always had the ability
to escape the ghetto and live comfortable middleclass lives. But for the many who remain trapped
in the ghetto by low academic performance with
few, if any, marketable skills, and high family instability, the poverty programs and summer-crash
schemes have done nothing to alleviate their plight.
A large part of the community's problem is inherent in its structure. Some estimate that over
70% of the Watts population is under the age of
25. That compares nationally with a population
where less than 50% are 25 or younger. This characteristic makes Watts more vulnerable than other
communities to the kinds of things that plague
young America - its higher visibility with respect
to law enforcement, and all the anxieties that have
produced the hippie movement.

Also, Watts is a community with fewer adult
men. For a lot of reasons men are not around. Many
have abandoned their families. Others are serving
in the armed services. Still others are imprisoned.
The paucity of able-bodied men in the community
creates family instability and a large leadership
vacuum. At Westminster, where I was directing a
summer work program called Job Power, there were
many more young ladies in proportion to young
men who applied for the available summer jobs.
The jobs were designed originally to employ young
men and there were very few jobs scheduled for
female employees. We had to make several adjustments in the work program in order to accommodate the large number of females who were demanding work. Also, the turnover in employees among
females was considerably less than it was among
males. In short, Watts is not only younger than
the rest of the city but its males are more unstable
than males elsewhere.
The lead-off question, a commonplace one among
seekers of truth about Watts, is "Do you think
there'll be another riot this summer?" The polite
answer is no, of course not. Although the response
will serve to hearten the commuting suburbanite it
is regrettable nonetheless that Watts, a community
which is supposedly at war with its former vicious
habits of living, is not on the verge of erupting because of not having made significant advances in
that war. The fact of the matter is that Watts is
too impoverished to have another riot. Riots, says
one historian, are spawned by frustrated hopes, not
total hopelessness. At the time of the riots in 1965
there was the hope that the poverty program, which
was held up downtown would transform the old
vicious cycles of high unemployment, high dropout
rates, and political inertia into a season of plenty.
Perhaps, it was too great an expectation for so
meager a plan as is the present poverty program.
At any rate, the hope proved to be an empty one.
Poverty funds have not trickled down to the grassroots poor. They have been siphoned off at a higher
level by people for whom the programs were not
designed. Moreover, the appropriations have been
far too inadequate. This type of condition is not

the fodder for an uprising on the order of the 1965
riots.
It is that question, however, that sets the tone
for the summer's work in Watts. Everything seems
calculated to prevent riots, to forestall a reoccurrence of 1965, and to keep what happened to Detroit and Newark from happening to Los Angeles.
The problems of Watts suddenly become seasonal.
During the summer months, there is very little
boat-rocking. The risks involved, it is said, are
simply too great.
I submit that these transitory programs do the
community more harm than good. They detract
from the long, arduous job of nation-building in
Negro communities which have a legacy of debilitating conditions and place the emphasis wrongly on crash programs to prevent riots. Sadly enough,
the misery which is Watts does not spring forth
during the summer months. It is there and present
in the form of a daily problem the year round.
Job Power is such a summer crash program. The
theory is that hard-core ghetto youths can be employed to do the domestic chores of gardening,
maintenance, and phone answering, if these services
can be provided at a cost that local residents can
afford. The concept works well so long as it is run
as a business. Too often during the summer the
governing poverty board insisted that it be run like
a one-shot, all or nothing crash program.
Watts will never sustain itself on crash programs.
Until we make a year-round effort to deal with the
problems of the Negro urban ghettoes we as a nation are going to be faced with a desperate national
problem. We have to be candid and realize that
the only boat that never rocks is a boat that never
moves.
Even the Watts Summer Festival which was conceived as a facility to lift the spirits of the Watts
community and as a stepping.-off point for more
sophisticated community development is subject
to the summer ghetto pacification notion. Those
of us involved in the Watts Summer Festival resisted that notion with all our might. The Festival
was not designed to prevent riots or to coax the
militant from tossing the molotov cocktail. It was
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planned so that people in Watts and all those from
the outside who cared could come together and express themselves in as many different artistic and
cultural forms that could be managed in a single
week-end. Yet even with these purposes, some, we
know, contributed to the effort out of an ignoble
motive to keep Los Angeles from rioting again.
Actually, the Festival is an example of turning
seemingly disadvantageous factors within the community into positive forces for community development. The same indolent young males who fed
the flames in 1965 are now the Sons of Watts, the
official hosts of the Watts Summer Festival. The
Sons of Watts take pride in their role in the Festival, a key role indeed, because it is they who provide practically all of the manpower prior to and
during the Festival. Throughout the rest of the
year they carry on as a service club, hosting Christmas parties for the kiddies and providing free
security for various community events.
The Festival receives no government funds of
any kind and so it therefore must rely on private
contributions to make up the difference between
revenue from ticket sales and the huge expense of
putting on the Festival. The community of Watts
would have it no other way. It would rather do it
on its own than use the crutch of public money for
an idea that was its originally and for an event
which it controls and manages.
Besides its character as a civic event at which
community people come and meet old friends, view
the work of local artists, and listen to good music,
the Watts Summer Festival also attempts to make
a significant statement, a declaration of sorts, about
the community's mood without shouting and without a lot of talk. The selection of this year's Grand
Marshal, Muhummad Au, né Cassius Clay, was as
close the Festival came this year in making a statement about the community mood.
There were three principal reasons why Ali was
chosen Grand Marshal of the Festival parade and
they shed a great deal of light on the current Watts.
First, it was reckoned that attention ought to be
called to some national institutions unique for their
Negro background. The world heavyweight boxing
champion, regardless of who it is, is such an institution. Thousands upon thousands of young babies
in Negro communities across the country will take
the name of the current heavyweight champ. My
first name is Joseph. I was born in 1942 and was
named for the heavyweight champion of the day,
Joe Louis. Furthermore, the champ's name is a
household word and he is more easily recognized
in the Negro community than any other celebrity.
Second, Muhammad Ali, as a person aside from
his institutional bearing, demonstrates a spirit
which is young, male, and typically Negro. He is
brash and outspoken. He contributes heavily to
Negro colleges in the South, even though he never

attended college himself. He is the only heavyweight champion, in my memory at least, who,
when he comes to Los Angeles, walks the streets
of Watts, shakes hands, signs autographs, and talks
to the kids, exhorting them to stay in school and,
one day, be famous like him. Not many people
would make the same choices as he, particularly
on the draft, but there is no gainsaying the depth
of his religious conviction and beliefs. In this sense,
he is every inch of what Robert Bolt might describe
as a man for all seasons.
Third, the Watts Summer Festival wanted Muhammad Ali as its Grand Marshal for the symbolic
reason of choosing the Watts community's own
heroes according to community guidelines and not
having its choices precluded by the opinions and
whims of the mass media. It was a Watts Summer
Festival and as such it was to wear the authentic
brand of the Watts community regardless of
whether it coincided with the impressions of the
larger outside community.
Presently, the Festival is the largest civic event
attempted by Negroes in the country. More than
100,000 people participated in and observed the
art displays, the jazz concerts, the street-front activities, and the parade during the three-day festival. Because of its scale and the kinds of things
it has attempted to do it has attracted world-wide
attention. Plans are now under foot for next year
to internationalize the Watts Summer Festival, inviting other American cities and foreign countries
to participate.
For residents of Southern California the Festival
is an opportunity to see Watts at first-hand, to
see what small improvements have been made
since the 1965 burnings and what urgent
measures should be taken, to talk to its
people, and glean the mood of its
residents. It is this kind of
people-to-people contact afforded
by something like the
Watts Summer Festival which
helps to elucidate the
problems of the cities in
this last one-third of
the twentieth century
and make meaningful
our approaches in
dealing with them.
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Sixty Fighting Poets hit the practice field on
September 1, determined to rebound from two lean
football seasons. The letterman list, which stood
at 17 at the end of the 1966 season, has dwindled
to 12. Add to this the fact that the schedule is
tougher than usual, and it would be hard to conceive that there would be a spirit of optimism in the
Poet training camp.
However, there is reason to anticipate that this
could be a banner year on the gridiron. There are
12 fine athletes up from the junior varsity team,
and 15 good football players with junior college experience have turned out. Another source of varsity
talent is available this season. The SCIAC now
allows freshmen to play on varsity squads, and the
Poet coaches have corralled 17 outstanding high
school stars. Several of these freshmen are considered to be capable of playing varsity football.
Letterman defensive halfback Roy Scaffidi is attending the Copenhagen campus this fall, while
quarterback Bob Smith elected to graduate this
summer. Bob will be the junior varsity backfield
coach. Guard Skip Durham's shoulder did not respond to surgery, and guard Bob Hillis is skipping
football to concentrate on his studies. Elmer Dixon,
the fleet wingback, dropped out of school.
A grim reminder of the caliber of the opponent's
strength comes when you count their returning
lettermen. All told, the ten teams on the Poet
schedule boast of 225 returning lettermen. The
pesky Sagehens from Pomona lead the list with 31,
while Santa Clara counts only 15.
Much improvement should be shown in the play
of the offensive line this fall. Line Coach Leon
Kelsoe, '64, smiles when he sees some of the dogfights that are going on for. starting jobs. Leon is
being assisted by Artie Lopez, a starting guard on
the 1966 team.
A three-cornered race for the quarterback job is
on between John Mele '70 (190), Greg Bell '69
(150), and Pat Ferguson '69 (175). Mele is an allleaguer from Sierra High School and is the son of
Jack Mele '43 and Erlene (Woodward) Mele '43.
He will not only help give the Poets the long bomb
that they lacked during the past two campaigns,
but he can punt long and high, run with the ball and
place-kick. Bell possesses a fine football mind, and
is a good team leader, so he should see plenty of
action. Pat Ferguson is another sharpie, with a
good throwing action and a fine football background. He is a transfer from Santa Ana College.
The Poet offensive will feature two running backs
and a flanker. Much is expected from Ross Stewart,
a blockbusting junior from Claremont. Ross was

second in the league last year
with 622
yards. He also caught 9 passes for 100 yards and
2 touchdowns, punted 12 times for a 34 yard average, and returned 15 punts for a total of 216 yards,
a fancy 14.4 average. Ross was voted all-league
last fall as a sophomore by the league coaches.
The split end and flankered back positions will
be interchangable this fall, and several exceptionally well-qualified fellows are vying for the starting
berths. Co-captain Jon Sutherland, who caught 19
passes for 421 yards, is back for his senior year,
and it should be a good one. Jay Mack will double
as both running back and flanker, as will Donnie
McDonald. The two sleepers in the pass receiving
department are Rich Bergenthal '68 (190) and
Wally Wooten '69 (190). Both have fine backgrounds, Wooten having played at Santa Ana with
Ferguson, and Bergenthal being a former all-league
end from Cerritos.
Defensively, the Poets lost all three linebackers,
three of the four men in their 4-3 defense, and
three of the four deep backs. However, replacements have been found, and the fans should see
the usual brand of hard-nosed defensive football
from the defensive unit. Last year Norm Lytle had
a great year, with 108 tackles from his linebacker
spot. His replacement will probably be tough Ernie
Omri, '68 (215) another Claremont boy. Bill Gitt
'68 (188) had a fine sophomore year and should
nail down one of the other linebacker slots. Sophomore Bruce Ramirez, an All-C.I.F. selection at
Hemet High School, is the leading contender to fill
Cliff Bouma's defensive end spot, while the inside
line positions will be filled from a long list of twoway linemen that includes Mac Moore, Tim Mills,
Bill Weaver, Tom Woodson, Les Bursick, Rick
Krelle, Keith Mott, Gary Smith, Seb Sidoti, and
Tom Piper. Without spring practice, it is hard to
determine the abilities of the candidates until they
get into the drills and scrimmages in the fall. Replacements for Bill Clingwald '67 and Pete Liapes
'67, who played so well last fall, should come from
this list.
Charlie Warrington '68 (175) made second team
all-league as a sophomore and should be back as a
corner back. The other corner will probably be
Manuel Juarez, '68 (175) from El Camino. Manuel
is a real speedster and can jump, and if he comes
through as expected, he may solve the problems
that plagued the Poet secondary last season.
With only 8 seniors in the roster, it looks like
the fighting Poets are ready for the tough climb
back to the top. They may make it in 1967!
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Fall Issue of the Rock Changes
Darrell W. Ryan, Director of Alumni Relations,
announced that beginning with this issue, all alumni
will receive a complete edition of The Rock in the
fall rather than a calendar. This change is to make
it possible to print the calendar on a calendar year
rather than on a school year basis. The Rock
Winter issue, published in December, will be abbreviated so a new and complete 1968 calendar can
be included. The next four pages are provided to
supplement our last calendar.

From a study of the theoretical literature on
the subject, Dr. Crain and Mrs. Brink feel it is
possible to predict that the animal will be postoperatively opposite from its former personality; if
it was a placid type, it will become aggressive; and
if originally aggressive, it will be placid. The study
hoped to help answer the question: is the amygdala
an excitory or inhibitory mechanism, or can it be
either one, depending upon the normal or given
structure of the personality.

Alumni Give $54,598.00
Wayne Harvey '60, chairman for the 21st Annual
Fund drive in 1966-67, announced there was a 15%
increase in fund giving. 1156 alumni and Associates
contributed $41,898 through fund giving. In addition alumni contributed $12,700 through the office
of the president thereby alumni giving at Whittier
College hit an impressive all time high of $54,598.00.

John Strey Appointed
Sports Information Director
John Strey Sports Editor of the Daily News of
Whittier, is at present serving on a part time basis
as Sports Information Director for Whittier College. John came to his position on the Daily News
seven years ago from the Pharos-Tribune of Logansport, Indiana, where he was sports editor 11 years,
and is a B.A. graduate from the University of Wisconsin, 1941. He and his wife, Camilla, and daughters Pamela, 10, and Jackie, 6, live at 13802 E.
Penn St., Whittier.

Research at Whittier College
Neuropsychology Laboratory
Under the direction of Dr. Kenneth Cram, assistant professor of psychology and research associate,
several new research projects have been underway
at the Neuropsychology Laboratory.
One study, partly financed by a Haynes Foundation grant and conducted by Mrs. Barbara Brink
for her Masters degree, concerned an attempt to
determine the specific role of the amygdala in emotional processes. According to Dr. Crain one of the
perplexing problems in the neuropsychology of emotion involves what part of the brain controls aggression and fear and how this control is stimulated in
one direction or the other. By the use of neurosurgery on cats - which unlike, for example, a lion
or rabbit, are not excessively aggressive or timid—
they study lesions the amygdala in the brain. (The
amygdala, in the rhinencephalic region, is known
to be one of the important structures mediating
emotional reaction, specifically fear and rage.)

Whittier College Faculty Notes
Dr. John A. Arcadi, research associate in biology
at Whittier College, and Dr. Thomas Harris, associate professor of biology, attended a joint meeting
of the American Parisitology Society and the American Microscopical Society, in Tucson, Ariz., recently, at the University of Arizona. In addition to
sessions of the societies, the Whittier professors
studied research projects in biology being carried
on at the University of Arizona.
Dr. Robert M. Treser, chairman of the department of speech and drama at Whittier College, attended the American Educational Theatre Association convention in New York city recently, participating on a panel investigating "The Resident
Professional Theatre in America."
George M. Grasty, assistant professor of German
at Whittier College, attended this summer the First
International Conference of Teachers of German, in
Munich. There were 830 German teachers present
from 44 countries.
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William Wardlaw spends summer as
Congressional Intern
EDITOR'S NOTE: William Wardlaw, student body
president and a senior political science major from Colton,
was chosen by the political science department to be one
of two Congressional interns with Congressman Chet Holifield this summer in Washington. (The other was from
Stanford) Named because of scholastic achievement and
extra-curricular activities at Whittier, Wardlaw has been
active in Young Democrats, forensics and on the academic
affairs committee. Congressman Chet Holifield of Montebello
has served in Congress since 1942 as a representative of the
19th Congressional District, is recognized nationally and
internationally as chairman of the Joint Committee of
Atomic Energy and an outstanding leader in atomic energy
legislation. He received the honorary degree Doctor of
Laws at the Whittier College commencement, 1966.
The following brief account of the highlights of his summer is written for THE ROCK by Bill Wardlow:

Spending a summer as a Congressional Intern
can either be educational and stimulating or a very
boring experience, depending on the interest your
Congressman takes in the program. This summer
I had the honor of working for Congressman Chet
Holifield who took a personal interest in his Interns
and made their experience a meaningful one.
In Mr. Holifield's office I took part in the routine
of running a Congressional office. I helped answer
the mail from his constituents by contacting the
proper agencies to find the answers to the questions
they asked. I worked on some of Mr. Holifield's
press releases, writing drafts that were later corrected or elaborated on. I also took part on several
occasions in drafting the Congressman's remarks
for the Congressional Record.
The Congressman, however, did not want me to
spend all of my time in the office; I could attend
any committee hearing which I thought would be
worthwhile or observe debates on the floors of the
House and Senate. I also took advantage of the
speakers series provided for the Interns; at least
twice a week I had the opportunity to hear men
like Robert Kennedy, Senator Fulbright, Dean
Rusk, Edward Brooke and Charles Percy.
The most satisfying experience I had while in
Congressman Holifield's office was seeing the President's plan for the reorganization of the government of the District of Columbia passed by the
House and put into affect. This was the one piece
of legislation that I was most involved with and
the one Congressman Holifield spent the most time

on during the summer. During my first week in
Washington the first hearings were being held
in Mr. Holifield's subcommittee. After attending
all of these hearings, I followed the bill through
another committee in the House and one in the
Senate. During my last week in Washington the
bill came before the House for ratification. Due to
the nature of this bill it would go into affect if no
House of Congress voted it down within two months
after it was presented for hearings. When it was
brought to the floor of the House there were only
two days left for legislative action, and therefore
the House vote would be the deciding one. At first
the Congressman, as the floor manager for this bill,
was not optimistic because of the opposition of
Southern Democrats and conservative Republicans,
but through a strong effort on his part and that of
the Administration, he gave President Johnson
one of his only victories all summer. This was a
very exciting and satisfying week for his whole
staff, who also put in time to see the bill passed.
Working with Congressman Holifield was a great
pleasure. He and his wife are wonderful people who
make you feel very comfortable and wanted. Men
like Mr. Holifield transcend politics.

ill

Active in a vital role in expanding Whittier for
more than a decade, Bob O'Brien's talents will be
missed, while at the same time his alma mater
wishes him success in further opportunities. Bob
and his wife Audrey and their two children will
continue to live in Whittier. Cathie is now a senior
at UCSB and Eric will be a freshman at San Diego
State this fall.

Bob O'Brien leaves for new position at Cal
State L. A.
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Robert E. O'Brien, who has been an administrator at his alma mater Whittier College for the past
thirteen years, leaves this fall for a new position at
California State College at Los Angeles.
Associate Director of Admissions for the past
seven years - an office where he has seen applications triple and out of which he has travelled
throughout the country in the interests of the college - Bob will take up a new administrative job
as Coordinator of Institutional Relations at the
neighboring school.
In his new work he will be a liason official for
Cal State between the college and Junior Colleges,
interpreting policy and working with admissions.
A fine singer and choral artist, having started as
president of the A Cappella Choir at Whittier and
sung with several leading Southland choral groups,
Bob is well known by the faculty as director of "My
Fair Poet," the faculty musical presented annually
at Senior Brunch.
First attending East Los Angeles Junior College,
Bob received his A.B. at Whittier in 1953, majoring
in business administration and economics. In undergraduate years he played football, ran cross
country, was president of the Franklins as well as
of Knights and the vice president of the student
body, and was named to "Who's Who."
Following college he was with the A.B. Castle
Steel Company, and the Milo-Harding Mimeograph
Machine Company, both of Los Angeles, returning
to campus in 1955 as Director of Alumni Relations
and the Placement Bureau. He served in this office
for two years before switching to admissions work.
His service record includes two years aboard the
USS Whitside, 1946-1948, as a radioman. His recent academic achievements include completion in
1965 of his M.S. in Education at USC.

Intercultural Education Conference
Set at Whittier College
Whittier College hosted a conference on intercultural education to discuss the school's possible
future role in the education of the Latin or Mexican American child as well as its role in intercultural relations generally.
The conference, which was set for 7 p.m., June.
29 at Stauffer Hall, and had invited school board
trustees, Whittier College alumni of Mexican American descent, and public officials, was called by
Whittier College and the State Department of Public Instruction, Los Angeles office. Announcement
of the meeting was made June 23, 1967 by Dr. Paul
S. Smith, president of Whittier College, and Eugene
Gonzales, Assistant Superintendent, California
State Department of Public Instruction.
Subjects discussed at the conference included:
teacher exchange between Mexico and California,
joint conferences of U. S. and Latin American educators to explore intercultural education, expansion
of a new Latin American Studies program at Whittier College, an exchange program between Whittier
and Latin American Universities, the expansion of
teacher training at Whittier to include teaching the
bilingual or Spanish-speaking child, expansion of
early childhood education and reading clinic facilities to understand and work with the bilingual
child, programs to encourage more Latin American
youths from local high schools to attend Whittier
or other cooperating colleges, an adult education
program in leadership training and community development, and establishment of a special library
of Latin American publications.
Dr. Herbert Larsen, associate professor of sociology at Whittier, coordinated the conference.

Women's Auxiliary Announces Tea
An opening tea and reception for the Women's
Auxiliary will be given on Oct. 31 from 2-4 p.m. at
Johnson Hall. Honoring mothers and friends of
new students, and welcoming back past auxiliary
members, the tea will be hosted by the Auxiliary
Board members. Dr. Smith will make a welcoming
speech for the occasion.
The year's other meetings are scheduled as follows: Nov. 28, Jan. 30, Feb. 27, March 26, April
30, May 21.

Thirteen New Faculty Appointed at
Whittier College for Fall Term
Thirteen new faculty members joined the Whittier College faculty for the fall semester, according
to Dr. Roy Newsom, Dean of the College.
In English and General Studies James Romig returned to teach after several years as field editor
in psychology for Scott Foreman. He has the A.B.
from Whittier and taught at Whittier in 1961-1964.
Stewart M. Hudson in General Studies has the A.B.
from Pepperdine and is a doctoral candidate at
USC.
In political science, Gerald Hewitt comes from
Kent State University, Ohio, as assistant professor.
He has the A.B. from Notre Dame and M.A. from
the University of Chicago, where he is a Ph.D.
candidate. Arvin Palmer, lecturer, has the B.A.
and M.A. from Arizona State University and is a
doctoral candidate at Claremont. He served as
graduate assistant in political science at Arizona
State.
In psychology, Frank Carroll, who has the A.B.
and M.A. from Whittier, will be instructor, and
Hunter Hill, A.B. Whitman and a graduate student
at Claremont, will also be instructor.
In business administration, Dean Farrer and
Henry Warren will be visiting lecturers. The former
has the B.S. from UC Berkeley and the M.A. from
USC, and the latter the B.B. from USC.
Marilyn Veich, with the A.B. from Whittier, who
was formerly with the East Whittier School District, will teach physical education. Letitia Johnson,
who has the B.Sc. and M.A. from Stanford and has
taught at Elgin Community Junior College, will
instruct in speech and drama.
Miss Dereth Dooley, with the B.A. and M.A.
from UCLA, will instruct in French; Robert B. McLaren, with the A.B. from Park College, B.D. from
McCormick Theological Seminary, who is a doctoral
candidate at USC, will be visiting lecturer in education; and Martha Wilcox, with the A.B. from
Whittier, will lecture in art.

Whittier College Summer Session
to Repeat European Tour
Whittier College will again offer an exciting European Tour led by professor Eugene M. Riddle. The
dates will be July 16 to August 24, 1968.
The tour will visit eight countries and provide
the option of three or four academic units in the
course European Arts and Ideas.
Designed to provide an appreciation of the important cultural centers and historical monuments
of central Europe, the trip will include visits to
London, Stratford, Amsterdam, Cologne, Munich,
Vienna, Venice, Florence, Rome, Lucerne and Paris.
Many places, not usually scheduled on European
Tours, such as Assisi, Cambridge, Ravenna, etc.,
will provide additional interest. Tickets to operas,
plays will be provided.
Professor Riddle, who has just returned from a
most successful similar tour, with Whittier College
students, alumni and friends, announces that many
registrations for next summer's tour are already on
file. Since the tour is limited, those interested
should contact the Tour Director at the college
immediately.
Joseph Dassett Appointed College Physician
Joseph W. Dassett M.D. has been appointed college physician and Director of the Student Health
Service at Whittier College, it was announced June
27, 1967 by Dr. Paul S. Smith, president of the
college.
Dr. Dassett received his medical degree at the
University of Minnesota, practiced four years in
Los Angeles, two years in the San Joaquin Valley,
and has been practicing in Whittier since 1936. His
field is pediatrics with long experience in public
school medicine. He served in the Navy Medical
Corps with the rank of commander, 1943-1946.
Dr. Dassett has been active in Rotary since 1948,
has served on the Whittier Community Concert
Board of Directors for 15 years, and also served as
president of that organization as well as president
of the Rio Hondo Symphony Orchestra Association.
He is a charter member of the Whittier Family
Service, a charter member of the medical staff of
Presbyterian Intercommunity Hospital, and is a
member of Hillcrest Congregational Church.
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Fullerton's 'Man of the Year'
by the Chamber of Commerce.

R. Furnas Trueblood is retired and living in Richmond,
Indiana. He and his wife,
Helen (Craig), have 10 grand
children.

Mrs. Ruth Pieroth retired on
June 30th from her post as
first grade teacher at Arroyo
Seco in Pasadena. She is an
amateur geologist and an
authority on Southwest Indians. She has
been teaching 43 years.
Jessamyn (West) McPherson received
an honorary Doctor of Letters degree
from Western College for Women. She
was a guest speaker on the program
"Meet the Authors" at Galileo Adult
School in San Francisco.

'23

Oran T. Cosand, Alhambra
High School science teacher,
is retiring after 37 years of
service. He is a former vicepresident of the Southern
California Section of the National Science Teachers Association and also holds
a Life PTA membership.

'25

'27

Wilmer Pyle was recently installed as president of the
United Service Clubs Officers'
Association.

Amy (McCaffery) Walls and
her husband spend part of
their year in the Ozarks on
Lake Norfork, Arkansas, since
her husband's retirement.
They find the atmosphere friendly, relaxing and report that the fishing is also
good.

'31

'32

'36

Joseph P. Cosand has been awarded
an HONOROARY DOCTORATE OF
HUMANE letters by the University of
Missouri. Cosand, president of the St.
Louis Junior College District, has won
national attention for his work in St.
Louis where voters recently approved the
unprecedented sum of $47 million for
development of its junior college system.

Mrs. Margaret Todd was
named "1967 Rialto Citizen
of the Year"

'37
Louise Woods Buntin is a licensed insurance agent and is
working as a secretary to a
broker in San Francisco where
her husband Ralph is a C.P.A.
They have two grandchildren, and would
love to hear from any of "my 'old
acquaintances'."

`35

Roberta (Gates) and Jack Wilson own
a trailer park in Los Molinas, California.
They live in Covina.

Earl Pew and his wife are
living in Arroy Grande.

Dean and Doris (Crofoot)
Krebs are living in Downey
where Dean is a counselor at
Warren High School.

Ed and Irma Patterson were spotlighted recently in an article in the San
Pedro News Pilot.

`38

Mrs. Elvah (Dorothy Pfeiffer)
Brown and family are living
in Huntington Park with AFS
student Wolfgang Hirdes
from Duisburg, Germany.

Ardith Love Kane reports that she has
taught for twenty years in Blythe and
29 years altogether and is planning on
retirement in another five or six years.
Her daughter is teaching in Yuma, Arizona and her son is teaching in Hemet,
Calif. Her husband is still with Southern
Counties Gas Company. They have
seven grandchildren.

Cadett and Mary Ellen (Miller) Barnes
are living in Camano, Washington and
spend most of their time in church activities and camping in the Cascades.
Art Lindenmeyer is working on a historical novel based in China and also is
revising a mystery novel based in San
Diego and Baja, California. He and his
wife, Ruth, live in Spring Valley.

'40

Myron Claxton was awarded
LIFE MEMBERSHIP in the
PTA.

Elizabeth (Lamb) Tunison

has found part-time employment as an instructor in elementary education at CalPoly, Pomona, in addition to
being principal of the Rowland schools.
LeRoy Jones, has been appointd Commissioner of Community Affairs for the
State of Connecticut, a post newly established by the Legislature to deal with
Connecticut's urban problems including
urban renewal, development and planning, code enforcement and human resource development. Jones was Managing Director of the Connecticut Development Commission for five years before
his new appointment. Jones was a psychology major at Whittier and was commissioned an ensign in World War II.
He is a graduate of the law school of the
University of Connecticut and a member
of the Connecticut bar.

`43

'44

'41

Bob and Mary Ellen Hartman
are president and corresponding secretary, respectively, of
the American Field Service.

'42

Miss Arax Arklin is Director
and Owner of the Bellaire
Preschool and is very active
throughout the San Fernando
Valley.

Mrs. Margaret (Hearn) Penford, husband Jim and daughters Mary and J0
and Janie are living on a 42-acre ranch
in the Santa Cruz Mountains.
Glenn Wyne has been employed with
Lemon Products Division Sunkist Growers, Inc., Corona for 21 years as a
chemist.
Commdr. John A. Dingle is with the
U. S. Navy at Fairfax, Virginia with his
wife Virginia.
Justine (Smalley) Lemke and her hus-

band, Bob, are living on a 40-acre citrus
farm in Yuma, Arizona. Their son, Larry,
graduated in June, 1966 from the University of Tucson and now works for
Dupont in Fresno. Daughter Janice is
active in 4-H and was graduated with
honors from high school. Daughter Susan
won the Junior Home Ec Sweepstakes at
Yuma County Fair.
Patricia (Brownell) Davis is in the Real
Estate Development, Sales and Financing
business in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Ralph Haney was named president of
Filtrol Corporation according to the April
27, 1967 issue of the Wall Street Journal.
Leroy Jones was named commissioner
of the state of Connecticut's Department
of Community Affairs by Gov. Dempsey.
He and his wife, Marilyn, are living in
Windsor, Connecticut.

Miss Blanche Patton is teaching chord music and history
at Culver City High School.

Lois (Nordale) and Oscar
Clark are living in Long
Beach, where they belong to
the Gem and Mineral Club,
are foster parents for the Los
Angeles Adoption Bureau and are in
charge of the nursery at their church,
Grace Methodist of Long Beach.

'46

Kenneth Beyer was named
chairman of the board of the
Pomona Valley chapter of the
7th Step Foundation, a prison
rehabilitation program.
June Rogers Oury and family live in
Lakewood. Husband Tom is an associate
professor at Cal Poly. She teaches first
grade in the Long Beach School District.
They have four children.
Evelyn Reeves was named principal of
Clifton School in Monrovia.

'47

`49

Rev, and Mrs. Lynn Parker
(Ruby Mitchell) are living in

Riverside. He is a correctional
counselor at the California
Rehabilitation Center for
Narcotic Addicts in Corona. She is
teaching the "educationally handicapped"
in the Alvord Unified School District in
Arlington.
Elmo J. Wagner is manager of a barrestaurant, the "Harbor Inn" at Dana
Point.
Dr. John T. Condon has accepted a
position as Executive Director of the
Arizona State Board of Directors of Junior Colleges. He resides in Phoenix,
Arizona.

`50

Gloria Wallace joined the
Whittier College Tour of Europe this past summer.

Stanley Oswalt received a Doctor of
Education degree at USC. He is superintendent of the Rowland School District.
Jack and Pat (Smith) Hedges are living in Yorba Linda with their four children: Susan, 14, Julio, 10, Stuart, 14,
and Jack, Jr., 6. He teaches at Westminister High School and she at Valencia
High School in Placentia.
Hartley Greene was named principal of
Goddard Junior and Senior High School
in Temple City. He is also principal of
Sellers School in Glendora Unified School
District.
Richard Newton is teaching English and
Modern Literature at Whittier High
School. His athlete-son, Mike, also attends Whittier High School and recently
won the State 440 yard dash championship with a 47.2 time and is SPAAU
Champ at 46.9 (listed in the top ten alltime for prep school runners).
Eunice Peters Harrington and
family have been living in
Azusa for the last five years.
Her husband, Ben, is superintendent of a factory with
Trail Chemical Corporation in El Monte.
Their daughter, Lisa, is two years old.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Chandler (Barbara Depew '54E) are living in Whittier.
Ken was recently appointed principal
of Walnut School in the La Habra City
School District. He is leaving the East
Whittier City School District after 11
years service as a teacher and guidance
vice principal.
Don Sorsabal and family are still living
at Santa Barbara where he is Assistant
Superintendent of the Business Services
for the Santa Barbara County School
Office. He is also working on his doctorate at U.S.C. and hopes to have it completed in 1968.

'51

Kenneth Armstrong completed the
Doctor of Education degree at the University of Kansas and will be Assistant
Superintendent in charge of educational
services in the Palmdale School District.
Dr. Russell Forney is Chief of the Rehabilitation Unit at the University of
Rochester Medical School.
Dixie Baird and family are living in
Arlington Heights, Illinois.
Dorothy Handrock (Richards Equitz)

is still teaching second grade at Mabel
Paine Elementary School in Yorba Linda
where she and her husband, William, are
living.
Dr. Arthur E. Axworthy Jr. is principal
of the Physical Chemistry Unit, Rocketdyne Division of North American Aviation, Inc. He and his wife, Barbara, have
two children ages 10 and 13.
Dr. William Mounteastle was named to
the faculty of Florida Southern College.
He previously had been chairman of the
philosophy department at Nebraska Wesleyan University for the last seven years.

David J. Nicolas has been promoted to western regional
5
sales manager for the Consumer Production of Union
Carbide Corporation at San
Francisco. He, his wife and four children
live in San Bruno.
Rev. Morris Fisher is director of The
Crusade at Sepulveda Methodist Church.
His job entails guiding churches in raising funds for new buildings, debts, and
budgets.
Glen Hughes is a registered representative with the New York Stock Exchange firm, Lester Ryons and Company,
Whittier branch.
Lew McClellan is manager of Employee
Relations for the Saga Food Service and
is also teaching at the College of San
Mateo.
Kenneth Kim was appointed to the
position of executive secretary to the
Montebello Teachers Association. He has
taught in the Montebello Unified School
District for 13 years and served as leader
of the first team teaching program initiated by the district in 1959.
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`53
0

Mrs. Patricia Beardsley Sample
is teaching in Orange Unified
School District.

Jim Cowan was appointed assistant supervisor in the Ventura County Superintendent of Schools Office. He and his
family, wife, Ann (Howard '55), John, 9,
Janice, 8 and Jeffrey 6, live in Ventura.
Rayburn Dezember will head a citizen's
committee of over 50 members to study
building needs, finances and growth patterns of the Kern County Union High
School District through 1974-1975.
Bill and Margi (Atherton) Bonney are
living in a one-hundred year old home in
Dedham, Massachusetts. Bill completed
his urology residency at UCLA and is
now a research fellow in surgery at
Massachusetts General Hospital. His
special interest is immunology.
Anthony R. Pierno has been
appointed chief deputy commissioner on the California
State Corporation Commission. Before becoming state
commissioner, Pierno was a partner in
the Los Angeles law firm of Poindexter
and Barger where he was a corporation
specialist. Pierno's wife, the former Beverly Kohn '54, and he have four children.

'54

Nancy Hollingsworth Henderson and
family run a hardware store in Green
Valley. She and husband Jack have two
girls: Karen 13, and Susan 6.
Richard Lantz received his M.A. in
biology from San Diego State College.
Roger C. Bacon was appointed by
Mayor Curran to the City Parks and
Recreation Board in San Diego.

Phyllis (Parsons) Evans and family
are living in Grover City. Husband,
Martin, is a highway patrol officer in the
San Luis Obispo office. She is working
with deaf children and has started on a
special education credential. They have
six children ranging from nine to three
years old.
Al Bruce Jessup was in San
Diego for the summer directing matinees at the Circle
Arts Theater which featured
many noted celebrities. His
wife, Maralice ('56) finished 13 weeks
singing in Covina and San Francisco's
theaters-in-the-round under the direction
of Lewis and Dare. Al is also director
of music at the East Whittier Presbyterian Church and completed studies in
choral conducting at Cal State Fullerton.
Roger Becker was named manager of
Security First National Bank's Corona
Branch.

'55

Don and Teddy (Payne '52)
Calaway have moved to Bishop where both teach in the
Bishop Union Elementary
School District. They have
three children: Jimmie 9, Janice 7, and
Joan, 4.
Lynette (Lane) Hopkins received her
Masters in Social Welfare from UCLA
and is a training supervisor in the Bureau of Family Services, Los Angeles
County. Her husband, Don, is a video
engineer at NBC. They have two children: Kenneth 2, and Scott, 6 months.

`56

'57

Bruce C. Caldwell was named
principal of Oak Avenue
School in Temple City.

Lt. Conidr. John Avila and his wife
received their graduation diplomas at the
Defense Language Institute, West Coast
Branch in June. They have two boys:
2.
Michael 2'/2, and Jon Patrick 31/
Rev. James William Marsters was appointed associate minister of the Hillsdale Church, San Mateo.
Stan Thomas was recently named
coach of the south squad at the first annual Kiwanis 605 All - Star Football
Game.
Paul Downer owns a men's and boys'
store in Alhambra and is also president
of the oil exploration division of Downer
and Laskey Enterprises.
Donald Wesner is instructor of all
choral music in the Greenwood, Indiana
Junior and Senior High Schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Streeter (Patricia
Hare) are now living in Tarzana.
Bob Bland is assistant basketball coach
at Cerritos Junior College.
John Baker was named the new principal of Longden School in Temple City.
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Clifton Stanley is Vice Consul
at the American Embassy in
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of
China. He and his wife have
a daughter, Mary Louise, 10

months.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Tanabe (Patsy Inouye)
are in Berkeley where Al is completing
his doctorate in Entomology. They recently had a son, their first child, Theodore Alvin, 2 months.
Rev. E. Neill Richards and family have
been ordered declared "Prohibited Immigrants" by the Rhodesian government
and ordered to leave the country.
Don Ashton was assistant coach for the
south squad at the first annual Kiwanis
605 All-Star Football Game.
Bob Perry is district manager in Santa
Ana Office of Equity Funding Corporation of America, a national sales and financial counseling organization.
Margery Brown was cited for special
achievement in operation and application
of blood analyzing medical electronic
equipment.
Mrs. William Meyer (Janet McGraw)
was installed as president of the Women's
Auxiliary in the San Gabriel Valley
Pharmaceutical Association.
Suzanne (Harris) Davenport and family (husband Jim, David, 8, Julianne, 6
and Stephanie, 3) are living in La Porte,
Texas where Jim is working for TRW
systems with NASA.
John Carroll, Jr. is a counselor at the
Douglas Aircraft Company in Long
Beach.
Robert Roemmele will be teaching this
year at Lowell High School in the Chemistry Department. He has been teaching
for eleven years and last taught at Rio
Hondo J. C.
Malcolm Young was appointed assistant
principal of Delano High School in Delano. Calif.
Bill Lescher is principal of Harbour
View Elementary School in the Ocean
View School District.
Shirley Creasy Deyoe and husband, Bob, live in Norwalk
with their three children:
Barbara, 7, Joann, 6 and
Fred, 4. Last year Shirley
was "Mrs. Norwalk" as well as one of the
10 semi-finalists in the Mrs. America
contest.
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Max McCartney is now employed as
assistant football coach at Utah State
University.
Jim Bunyard was named head varsity
football coach at Hawthorne High School.
Barbara Sager Siersma and husband
George are living in Irvine with baby
daughter, Michelle Louise, 8 months.
Robert Agnew has been working for
the Orange County Probation Department in Juvenile Supervision for the last
eight years.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Aschenbrenner have
accepted a two-year appointment with
the American Friends Service Committee
in a community development program in
Mexico.
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Doughty (Carol
Evans '63) have returned from Chicago
where Doug received his DDS degree
from Northwestern School of Dentistry.
They live at 5062 S. Pioneer Blvd.,
Whittier.
Wanda (Mitchell) Kuenzli

and husband, Gary, are proud
of the fact that he received
the Y M CA "Distinguished
Service Award". He is executive director of the Pacific Palisades
YMCA.
Clayton Hollopeter is living in El
Monte and is executive director of the
Boy's Club of San Gabriel Valley.
Eugene Williams is in Anchorage,
Alaska with the Public Health Service.
Diana Johnston Padua is living in Walnut and working part-time as a dietician.
She has two daughters, Mary Frances,
31/2, and Stephanie Ann, 12 months.
Charles W. Tucker received his Ph.D.
in Sociology from Michigan State University, August, 1966. He is now assistant
professor of sociology at the University
of South Carolina. He and his wife,
Sandra, have two children, Kelly, 6, and
Charles Curtis, 4.

'60

'61

Renate Kemp and husband,
(Capt. Ralph Kemp, M.D.,

will be stationed for three
years in Heidleberg, Germany
where Ralph will be working
as an obstetrician and gynecologist. They
have two sons, Robert, 6, and James, 2.
Herb and Mickey Brussows are in Bolivia studying Spanish and helping the
people there with farming needs. At the
same time they are spreading God's word
and request prayers for success and for
Mickey who is expecting in November.
William Burt Vail received the M.A.
degree from Chapman College in June,
1967.
Amon Martin graduated from Harvard
University College of Dentistry and is
now a Captain in the Air Force Dental
Corps.
James McAllister was appointed head
of the boys physical education department at Alhambra High School.
Mrs. Karen Shupe (Lenz) received a
National Defense Education Act fellowship to attend a summer institute in
civics at Columbia University in New
York. She and her husband, Donald, live
in Upland.
E. H. Tim Spencer is Assistant Manager of the Bank of America, Corte
Madera. He and his wife, Suzy, are living in Mill Valley.
Jan (Harrison) Crevola and husband
Bill have two girls, Amy Ruth, 4, and
Catherine Marie, 2. Bill is a telemetering engineer at Vista Irrigation District,
and Jan plans to substitute teach in the
Fall for the Valencia School District.

Virgil McDonald was appointed to the
staff of the Division of Plant Quarantine
Calexico Station, United States Department of Agriculture.
Philip M. O'Brien has been appointed
Librarian in the Army Special Services
overseas in Germany.
Daniel and Barbara Robinson (Buelling
'65) are living in Des Plaines, Illinois.
Dan is a tour manager, midwest region,
for Lufthansa German Airlines in
Chicago.
Brenda (Quortrup) Lunsford

married in February, 1966
'62 towasThomas
Ray Lunsford. He
is a senior research engineer
for North American Aviation,
while she s director of physical therapy
at the Long Beach El Cerrito Hospital.
Both are pilots and working for advanced
degrees in their respective fields.
Rita Shirley Hays, after two years with
the Peace Corps in Senegal, Africa, is
training another volunteer group for the
same mission. She received her M.A. in
June from University of Oregon.
Stewart Roy is a physical therapist and
Director of Rehabilitation at the Memorial Hospital of Southern California
in Culver City. He and his family live
in Sand Canyon. He was also recently
elected to the Board of Directors of the
Los Angeles Council for the Physically
Handicapped.
Yusuf A. R. Muhtasib received the
M.A. degree from the American University.
John H. Case returned from three years
Peace Corps service in Malawi, Central
Africa in February, 1966. He is currently
working on an M.S. at Syracuse under
an N.S.F. grant. He plans to marry in
England next summer.
Maxine Kane is training teachers at
Turlock High School.
Chris Cross has accepted the appointment of Director of Special Projects at
the University of the Pacific in Stockton.
Leroy Fetterolf is working for TRW
Systems in Sunnyvale as Head of the
Flight Correlation Systems Section.
Jean McKesson Graflius is substitute
teaching in Home Economics for the Los
Angeles City Schools. Husband, Mike,
works as a contract analyst for Rocketdyne in Canoga Park. They have one
son, Scott.
Victor and Louise (O'Guinn) Moore
are living in Olympia, Washington where
Victor is a research analyst for the Washington State Legislative Council. They
have a one year old daughter, Alice
Louise.
Hugh Riddell is teaching history and
American Foreign Policy at Mountain
View High School.
Faith (Campbell) Whitley is teaching
in Pasadena, while her husband, Doug,
practices medicine in Los Angeles.

Philip J. Hanson and his wife,

Barbara Sue, can be reached
at UCSB, Dept. of Religious
Studies, where he is on the
faculty. They have one child,
two months old.
Marcia Kramer will begin a year as a
teacher with the Overseas Dependents
Schools in Okinawa.
Stan Sanders is director of Operation
Job Power, a project of the Westminster
Neighborhood Association to establish
five new business services employing
Watts' youths.
William F. Hoerner II has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the U.S.
Air Force upon graduation from Officer
Training School at Lackland AFB, Texas.
Lyle "Chuck" Burns is an accountant
with Hotpoint Division of General Electric. He and his wife Diane have three
children: Jeff, 3V2, Greg, 2'/2 and Steve
10 months.
Richard McAteer has been promoted
to Army specialist four near Saigon as
a message center clerk in Headquarters
Company at the 506th Field Depot.
Diane (human '67) and Richard
Peter will live in La Habra. Diane will
be teaching physical education at East
Whittier Intermediate School, while
Richard teaches life science at California
High and coaches football and wrestling.
Raymond Erickson will be entering his
fifth year at Yale, lacking only a completed thesis for the Ph.D. in music. His
dissertation research will be supported by
the Yale-administered IBM Fellowship
for Computer Research in the Humanities. He also completed three years of
harpsichord study with Ralph Kirkpatrick and next year will be a resident
graduate fellow of Pierson College. His
address is 1492 Yale Station, New Haven,
Connecticut.
Gary Theemling is now employed by
Pan American in Honolulu, after just
having completed a tour of duty in
Vietnam.
Joan D. Bailer is director of Head
Start Center in Lawrence, Kansas.

`63

Dalene Kay (Arnold) Sowers

is teaching kindergarten in
Pinole, while husband, Donald, is a naval architect for
the San Francisco Bay Naval
Shipyard and working for his M.S. in
naval architecture at Berkeley.
Kay Alexander was married Dec. 19,
1966 to Paul Fortier. She is teaching
fifth and sixth grades at Sepulveda
School in Torrance and husband, Paul,
works for Trans America Investment
Counselors in Los Angeles.
John M. Wilcox graduated from UCLA
Law School last June and is presently
working for the Federal Trade Commission.
Bill and Joy Appleby are living in Placentia. He is a compensation analyst for
McDonnel-Douglas in Long Beach and
she is teaching math at Valencia High
School.

'64
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Harvey Hunt has accepted a post as
assistant administrative analyst in Sacramento.
Ralph Y. Komai received the M.S. degree from California Institute of Technology in Columbus.
Jon Hill is working in the San Bernardino County Welfare Department and
is editor of its monthly publication
"Welfarer."
Sherrill Lee Fisher is working at Grant
Union High School. She will marry
Wayne Milton in Sacramento on Nov. 18,
1967.
Petty Officer Charles Joel Shapiro is
stationed on Midway Island.

Mrs. John Kenneth Morley (Linda
Tompkins) is now living at 10618 N.E.
20th St., Bellevue, Washington. Her
husband is a pilot for Northwest Airlines.
Lennie Miller is employed at Hughes
in Long Beach in Air Conditioning and
Ventilation Design. He just returned
2 month business trip in Europe
from a 21/
and the Orient.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hunt (Sandra
Hemphill '65) are living in Carmichael,
California. He is working for the Legislative Analyst Office and she is teaching
history and government at Encino High
School.
Fred (Caleb) F. Stabler recently began
employment in a training class for Benefit Examiners of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Social
Security Administration. He will be responsible for making required adjustments in the accounts of Social Security
insurance beneficiaries.
Garth Patterson is presently a lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force as a communications officer in Fairbanks, Alaska.
David Nunn is a contract administrator
at Sterer Engineering & Manufacturing
Company.
Norman David Craig is presently a research assistant in the U. S. Army, stationed at Hanover, New Hampshire. His
work involves research in cold regions
for the Army Material Command. His
address is: U.S.A. CRIREL, Box 282,
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755.
Wes Klein is in his final year at the
University of California School of Medicine in San Francisco where he was
elected president of the student body for
the coming school year.

Ann Martin is working at the American School in London as a physical education teacher, after a summer in a
mission in Puerto Rico.
Linda Maine is teaching in the Bellflower School District.
Sherry Robb has accepted a position
as a Social Worker with Massachusetts
Eye and Ear Infirmary in Boston after
receiving her M.A. from Smith College.
Barbara (Lyon) Crandall and family
are now living in Malibu.
Ronald M. Counts is in the personnel
department. of the U.S. Army near
Saigon, Vietnam. Previously, he taught
6th grade in Arcadia.
Michael Murakoshi is a management
trainee at the First National Bank of
Hawaii, was elected to the Board of Directors 1967-1968 of the Kailua Jaycees,
and is coaching baseball in the senior
pony league and reports that his team
tied for first place.
Paul Graham will be the new track and
field coach at Whittier College this coming fall semester. He was formerly assistant coach of the same.
Susan Clough is enrolled at AntiochPutney Graduate School of Education
and will be working for her masters by
teaching at the Ballou High School in
Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Cranmer
(Andrea De Con '66) are working for
Travelers Insurance Company in Los
Angeles. Bill is a Claims Adjuster and
Ann is an Automobile Rater.
J. Robert Crawford will return in
October to the University of Chicago to
work on his doctor's degree.
Craig and Susan Alice (Perry '64)
Elliott are teaching in the Whittier City
School District.
Ensign Christopher Peterson spent his
first year as a Navy ensign in Washington, D. C. as director of public information for the Navy Satellite Communications Program. He wrote several speeches
and articles, two of which were published;
one in a Navy sponsored magazine and
the other in the Navy League's Magazine, "Navy."
Mrs. Gerald C. Saige (Ellen McFarland)
is teaching first grade in Silver City, New
Mexico.
Robert Cushing Yeager has joined the
College Book Division of Prentice-Hall,
Inc. as a field representative in the
Northern California area. He lives in
Palm Springs.

Paul Watts is serving in the
Peace Corps in a small vil-

in Liberia, Africa where
'65 lage
no other Peace Corp worker
has been before. He is a
teacher, but his latest activity included
digging a town water well. His term will
be up there at the end of this year.
Carolyn Ann Payne is teaching mentally
retarded children in Ithaca, New York.
She will this year be president of the
Tompkins County Association for Teachers of the Mentally Handicapped.
Mary Louise Hunter Spash received the
Master of Arts in Teaching (A.M.T.)
from Harvard.

`66

Kurt Wegner is a graduate
student at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

Fred Anderson, Jr. has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the U.S.
Air Force upon graduation from Officer
Training School at Lackland AFB, Texas.
Chris Ginnold was a participant on the
T.V. series "Dating Game" and won an
all-expense paid trip to Amsterdam with
his High School Sweetheart. He is now
employed at Security First National Bank
in Inglewood.

Joan B. Arlen graduated from the Cornell University-New York School of
Nursing with a B.S. in Nursing in June,
1967. She is now a staff nurse at the
Cornell - New York Hospital Medical
Center working on a medical floor in the
Baker Pavilion.
Klaus Beyer and his wife Margaret
(Whitney) are living in Larkspur, Calif.
Klaus is stationed at Ft. Baker where he
is working in the immunology laboratory
on chromosome studies for the Sixth
Army. Margaret is teaching in the San
Francisco area.
Michael Milbank is aboard the USS
Bayfield, and wife, Janet (Reed '67) is
attending Long Beach State for her
teaching credential.
Jerome Kahiler is a seminarian at
Nashotah House, Nashotah, Wisconsin.
Ron Brown has signed a contract to
coach in the San Francisco Giants organization. This past spring he was assistant
baseball coach at Pomona College and
this coming school year will be teaching
in the Brea-Olinda Unified School District. He is assistant coach at Fullerton.
Dan and Marsha (Lloyd) Shupp vacationed in Colorado and saw state Senator
Wilson Rockwell ('36) and Kay Wergedal
(Harrelson '64) and family. Don and
Marsha live in Whittier.
Glenn T. Sneddon has been commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U. S.
Air Force upon graduation from Officer
Training School at Lackland AFB, Texas.
Hope (Zink) Biggins is teaching kindergarten in Long Beach Unified School
District. Her husband, Daniel, will graduate from USC Business School in January, 1968.
Linda (Robinson) Hackathorn is working for her M.A. in Sociology at USC.
She and her husband, Dick, are living in
Irvine.
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Ginny Snedecor is living in
Riverside and teaching high
school physical education in
Rialto Unified School District.

Faye Browning has been named 4-H
agent in Ocean County.
Lenodene Zitko is living in Alexandria,
Virginia and working as administrative
assistant in a printing and publishing
house.
Kathy McFarland is a kindergarten
teacher in the Pacific Grove Unified
School District.
Sheryl Barnard was chosen a counselor
for the West San Gabriel Valley YMCA
Fun Club.
Marty Mason is doing extensive traveling in Europe and will be teaching in an
"experimental" cooperative teaching situation in Huntington Beach, while living
in Balboa.
Carol Jamison is assistant medical social worker at Good Samaritan Hospital
in Los Angeles.
Alan Tom is a freshman at the Dental
School at the University of Detroit.

Gregory B. Hardy to Susan Ann Sellers

newcomers

newlyweds

('67), June 14, 1967, at home, 13503 East
Mar Vista, Whittier, California 90602.

Grover Howard to Jean-Ellen Kegler,
Class of '52
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hendricks, a son,
July 22, 1967.

Class of '37
William Meeker to Arlene Hallin, Aug.
19, 1966.

Class of '56
Mr. and Mrs. Don Hopkins (Lynette
Lane), 2277 West Orange Grove Avenue

Paul Joy to Karen Dye, April 22, 1967,
at home, 62 Kaikai Place, Kailua, Hawaii
96734.

Pomona, California 91766, a son Scott,
March 14, 1967.
Mr. and Mrs. John Schultz (Harriet
Utley) a daughter, Karen Ann, June 26,
1967, 1118 North Lincoln Avenue, Fullerton, California 92631.

Class of '58
Mr. and Mrs. Al Tanabe (Patsy Inouye
'60), 1316 Bonita Avenue, Berkeley,
California, a son Theodore Alvin, July
19, 1967.

Class of '42

Class of '51
William F. Handrock to Dorothy Richards, August 5, 1966, at home, 4932 Casa
Loma, Yorba Linda, California 92686.
Class of '58
Norman Johnson to Phyllis Winslow,
July 22, 1967.

Class of '61
Amon A. Martin, Jr. to Brenda L. Watts,

Class of '59

June 19, 1967, at home, 3900 Annadale
Lane No. 7, Sacramento, California 95821.

Mr. and Mrs. John Fesler, 8729 Ramsgate Avenue, Los Angeles, California
90049, a son Timothy, April, 1967.

April 29, 1967, at home, 490 Green Glen
Way, Mill Valley, California.

Mr. and Mrs. George Siersma (Barbara
Sager), 17711 Palmento Way, Irvine California 92664, a daughter, Michele Louise,
December 8, 1966.

Class of '62
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Kern (Alice Plower),
1820 "C" Street, Pullman, Washington
99163, a son Sean Laurence, July 14,
1967.
Hugh and Marguerite Riddell, a daughter, Anne Marguerite, Aug. 9, 1967.

Mr. and Mrs. Stewart A. Roy, 15845
Cederfort Drive, San Canyon, Saugus,
California 91350, a son Brian Stewart,
July 16, 1967.

Class of '62
Leroy Fetterolf to Janet Abraham,
July, 1967.

Class of '63
Richard L. Peter to Diane Lee Hillman
('67), June 17, 1967, at home, 926 South
Bright Avenue, Apt. M, Whittier, California 90602.

Dr. R. Ronald Kasten to Barbara Hoffman, April 8, 1967, at home, 1414 San
Carlos Avenue 304, San Carlos, California
94070.

Class of '64
Kay Alexander to Paul Fortier, Dec.
19, 1966.
Dalene Kay Arnold to Donald F. Sowar,
Aug. 15, 1967.

Utah 84601, a son, Brent Alan, July 2,
1967.

Class of '65
Sandra Lee Cords to Richard Aurien,ma, July, 1967, in the College Memorial

Street, San Bernardino, California 92405,
a daughter, Krista Jonece, June 30, 1967.

Chapel.

Earl Hazlett Crummy to Dorothy Ellen
Battersby, July 15, 1967 at East Whittier
Presbyterian Church.

Dorothy Pearl Taylor to Irving A.
Class of '65
Mr. and Mrs. David Crandell (Barbara
Lyon), 18140 Kingsport, Malibu, California 90265, a son, Norman Allan, February 23, 1967.

Lee and Nedra (Walthen '66) Doran,
a son, Kevan Doran, Dec. 3, 1966.
Thomas and Susan (Elliott '67) Roberts,
a daughter, Diane Louise, July 21, 1967.

Class of '67
Robert D. Wertz to Jan Sornberger,
April, 1967, at the Community Presbyterian Church of West Covina.

Michael Parmelee to Margaret Scheibner
July 8, 1967, at home, 9161
Central, Apt. B, Garden Grove, California 92641.

E. H. Tim Spencer to Suzy Dillow,

Class of '63
Mr. and Mrs. Chad Jorgerson (Anne)
Converse), 588 West 400 South, Provo,

Class of '64
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Hall, 656 West 33rd

in the College Memorial Chapel, July 1,
1967.
William E. Owen to Linda Deats, June
17, 1967, at home, 11442 Colima Road
No. 11, Whittier, California 90604.
David Price to Maryanne Halliday,
June 24, 1967, in the College Memorial
Chapel.
Donald L. Riggins to Hope E. Zink,
December 2, 1966, at home, 2619 Chestnut, Apt. No. 7, Long Beach, California
90806.
Linda Robinson to Richard Hackathorn,
June 10, 1967.

Williamson, Sept. 2, 1967.

Class of '66
Kathleen Muriel Austin to John
Schuricht, June 24, 1967, in Morningside
Faith Lutheran Church.

Jeffrey Lawrence Greeneacre to Joan
Marie Steffy, in the courtyard of the La
Venta Inn, July, 1967.

in memoriurn
Class of '15
Mr. Samuel Nagata, Sept. 23, 1966.
Class of '19
Mrs. George F. Simpson (Verna Beam),
June 8, 1967.

Class of '24
Mrs. Fred Jones (Beth Toland), July
of 1967.

Class of '33
Mrs. Roy (Dorothy Mackin) Sanford,
May of 1967.

Class of '42
Mrs. Barbara Murray Coffman, June
19, 1967.

Class of '43
Laura May Wilson, May 15, 1966.

Class of '52
Rev. Raymond Case, June 23, 1967.
Class of '55
Lois Winslow Frey, May 28, 1967.
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